TOP PRIORITY/EXAMINATION

To

All Heads of the Telecom Circles*
Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited.
(*Only Recruiting Circles)

Sub: Holding of LICE for Junior Engineer under 50% quota for the Recruitment Year-2017—Approval thereof.

The undersigned is directed to convey the approval of the Competent Authority for holding of LICE for Junior Engineer under 50% quota for the Recruitment Year 2017. The LICE for Junior Engineer for the RY-2017 shall be conducted as per provisions laid in the revised Recruitment Rules of Junior Engineer (TTA-2014) issued vide this office letter No. 250-7/2013-Pers-III dated 25.08.2014. The said LICE shall be conducted as per the Scheme and Syllabus prescribed vide this office letter No. 250-76/2001-Pers-III dated 7.10.2011.

2. The Recruiting Circles shall compute vacancies up to 31.03.2018 including the vacancies of non-recruiting Circles and Maintenance Region Circles and furnish category wise vacancy position under 50% LICE quota to GM (Rectt.) directly. 1st July 2017 shall be the cut off date for determining the eligibility conditions of the candidates as per Recruitment Rules.

3. Further directions regarding conducting of LICE for Junior Engineer for the RY-2017 shall be issued separately by the Rectt. Branch of BSNL CO. In the event of any query with regard to determining eligibility condition of an individual, the same may be referred to the undersigned by Fax on No. 011-23725255.

(G.P. Vishnoi)
Asstt. General Manager (Estt.-III)
Tel: 23310401 Fax: 23725255

Copy to:-

1. GM (Rectt.), BSNL CO, New Delhi—with the request to issue necessary notification of the said examination to all the Telecom Circles. It is requested to ensure that the said LICE is conducted on a single day i.e., same date/time in all the Telecom Circles. A copy of the Scheme and Syllabus issued vide this office letter No. 250-76/2011-Pers-III dated 7.10.2011 is enclosed herewith.
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